How Italy’s shift to populism is
affecting real estate lending

Foreign investors have developed a taste for Italian real estate
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Lending margins have been falling, but Italy’s election
of a populist government has spooked lenders
Typical senior margin:

2.30%
Q2 2017
Source: CBRE European Debt Map

1.75%
Q1 2018

"I am working on a number
of deals, which are likely to
close soon. In several of
them, I noticed debt
providers trying to reprice
following the spike in Italian
sovereign debt yields after
the election of the new
government"
Gaetano Carrello, real estate finance partner at Italian law firm
Gattai Minoli Agostinelli & Partners

The new government's stance on NPL sales is unknown
Italian real estate loan and real estate-owned property sales have
boomed

€29.4bn

€12.2bn

H1 2018

2017

€14.2bn
Pipeline of Italian loan sales

"The coalition programme was
silent on NPL reduction, which
is key for the sector.
A sustained drop in investor
confidence following the new
Italian government’s plans for
the country’s banks could delay
progress in reducing their
large stacks on
non-performing loans"
Fitch Ratings
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Investment volumes were down in Q1,
against the backdrop of political uncertainty
€1.4bn was invested
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was just €195m,
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Investment volumes in Italy are dropping,
but market performance is above average

€3.2bn
H1 2018 total volumes

35%

Drop from H1 2017

22%

However, market performance for H1 2018 is above the sixmonth average for the past decade
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"The focus on the Italian real estate market remains high, but within a
context that sees a reduced availability of products for sale"
Cristiana Zanzottera, Head of the Research Department at BNP Paribas Real Estate Italy

Logistics showed the strongest growth in Q2

Logistics
Investment of €200m in Q2,
up 270% year-on-year

Retail
€1.2bn of investment in H1,
consistent with the first half of 2017

Offices
€1.2bn of investment in H1,
down 43% year-on-year

Source: BNP Paribas Real Estate

"Some significant transactions will flow through the capital market
pipeline in the next few months, but in light of what has transpired so
far we could reasonably expect a year-end decline compared with
2017's record-setting result"
Cristiana Zanzottera, head of research at BNP Paribas Real Estate Italy

Hotels

€140m invested in Q2 2018,
down 50% year-on-year

There are encouraging signs in key markets
Milan and Rome's prime office rents increased in Q2

GDP growth is expected

Milan CBD

€570 per sq m, up from €520
per sq m a year ago

Rome CBD

€430 per sq m, up from €420
per sq m a year ago
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"The real estate lending market is not exactly like the stock market,
there are not immediate reactions after unexpected events"
Marco Rampin, head of European debt and structured finance at CBRE
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